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 Jay and I went in his gallery after I shot a few photos in his workshop.  I decided 
to record his explanation of the mural and also asked him to repeat some comments he 
made in the workshop about his tools. 
 
SIDE A 
 
How he started the mural; decided to go into carving and believed that if you were an 
artist and were going to make a living at it you had to do a mural.  Painted things he liked 
and then sat down and tried to figure out what it meant, and here’s what it means: 
 the girl angel represents all beauty and is giving her love in the form of a kiss to 
the boy angel who is innocence who only gives its love to truth in the form of those 
flowers represented by the two turns [white birds] the only universal truth is peace and 
love; male has olive branch for peace and the female has the 3 cherries in her mouth whih 
represents the family and love; corner angels ring out the pulse of life one is melody and 
the other is lyric; the angel in the middle of the mural represents the soul of all mankind 
and if we strive for high ideals we can almost touch the wings of heaven represented by 
these birds in the lily which is christ  
 
story of how he designed it; shares story with visitors and in his brochure is a line, “be 
sure to see the mural of love on the sistine shed painted in Jay’s shop.”   
 
discussion of painting of pony he did; carving after he finished the mural; carved some 
ducks while making the mural; story of first duck he carved;  
 



Jay’s tools: the wrasp is his favorite tool, the way you move it is like your thought 
brought out and you create [in a spiritual progenitive sense] the bird; translates more 
sublte line than any other ; translates the thought you have in your mind; it’s the way a 
bird should be formed; making the eyes and heads with another special wrasp; uses 
whatever tool he can to achieve the shape he wants; carvers are shapers; changing woods’ 
physics, molecular structure; it becomes the idea you have;  
 
explains some family photos that are displayed along the wall with some ducks; story of 
family members and what they went on to do; one was a boat builder in ocean city; some 
of the photos are in a book on carvers 
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